
In a shock move over night, President Trump has refused to sign the
Covid stimulus bill in America. The bill was negotiated on a bi-partisan
basis and after almost a month and over 5,000 pages all sides voted for
the bill. However Mr. Trump has decided unilaterally that he doesn't like
it and has sent it back to the Congress. He wants increases in payments
to individuals from $600 to $2,000 a fact that would run totally counter
to the amounts the republicans were prepared to agree to. What is
particularly bizarre is that his Secretary of the Treasury, Mr Mnunchin
was in attendance at all the negotiations and kept the President fully
briefed and was able to input the White house view along the way.
Accordingly it should have just be a simple signing for the President. But
as all the things with his period in power Mr. Trump does his own thing.
What is really important is that without this bill the US public sector will
have to shut down by 29th December thereby tossing the country into
real turmoil at a time when the Covid pandemic continues to rage
through the USA. A very tough Christmas ahead for the US and is likely
to create additional volatility into the year end.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities:  European shares rose on Wednesday as a report that a Brexit trade deal could be
struck later in the day cheered investors amid concerns over the passage of a much-awaited
U.S. pandemic aid bill. A leading media commentator in the UK has said a "Brexit trade deal
between the United Kingdom and the European Union is possible on Wednesday after
progress in talks on fishing rights". Separately US markets are expected to open weaker on 
 the back of Donald Trumps decision to reject the Stimulus bill. The decision came as a big
surprise and markets will have to reprice the possibility of the bill failing.  A volatile day is likely
in the US markets. 
Currencies: The dollar was down on Wednesday morning in Asia, despite caution over the
new B.1.1.7 strain of the COVID-19 virus pushing investors toward safe-haven assets .The U.S.
Dollar Index that tracks the greenback against a basket of other currencies was down 0.23%
to 90.338. The GBP/USD pair gained 0.37% to 1.3409, with the pound aiming to end a three-
day slide as time runs out for the U.K. to reach a deal with the EU. EU chief Brexit negotiator
Michel Barnier said the bloc is making a “final push” for a deal, although the two sides still
disagree over the matter of fishing rights. However, investor caution over the pound
remained.
Safe Havens: Gold rallied overnight towards the $1900 area on the back of fears that the US
stimuuos may not be approved following a rejection of the current deal by Mr., Trump. Oil
was down in Asia, with a build in U.S. crude oil supplies and the travel curbs to slow a new
mutant strain of the COVID-19 virus putting pressure on already weak fuel demand.

US 

UK Border
Overnight the UK & France have reached agreement to allow trucks to
cross the channel to France. The deal will release over 4,000 trucks
currently parked on motorways and a Military airbase runway. The deal
requires all drivers to have a negative Covid test before they can travel.
What is very interesting about this outcome is that testing before travel
is likely to become the norm and post vaccinations it is increasingly likely
that carriers, Air or sea , will require a vaccine 'license' before you can
travel.  Separately the closing of the borders has if nothing else shown
the UK how difficult things are likely to become if no Brexit deal is
signed and if one is signed things will still be very difficult for goods
transport as the new level of bureaucracy will cause considerable delays
at ports. 

Ryanair
The largest airline in Europe has announced that in April it will reopen
its base in Shannon with an initial 14 flights. This is very good news for
the West and also goes to show the belief that the company sees the
vaccince roll out will allow flights to recommence by April. A positive for
the shares in the longterm. 

IPO listings in USA
In a fascinating and perhaps a sign of what may happen elsewhere in
the world the NYSE stock exchange has agreed to change its IPO rules
so that companies can go direct to investors and list on the exchange
without going through middlemen i.e. Investment banks and Brokers. All
in the industry will be watching this very carefully to see if its a success.
It is particularly aimed at start ups and small tech companies who
sometimes struggle with the listing fees of Investment banks. 

We wish you happy safe Christmas
and will return in the New year


